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BURNING OF GRAPHITE I., A1 AIR FLOW AT HIGH TEMIE?"TURES

H. A, Anfimov

in the overwhelming majority of theoretical investigations the

examination of various problems of the boundary layer is conducted

with the use of a presentation of component mixtures of gases as

binary. In work [1] it was shown that this presentation gives good

results and is fully -warranted with the calculation of heat exchange

_- and friction on an impermeable surface in dissociated air. -

However, the presentation of a multi-component mixture of gases

as a binary proves to be unsuitable in the presence in the mixture

of' three or more comionents with different properties, and also for

a pseudo-binary mixture of gases in the presence of interdiffusion

within each group of components.Ir The inportance of the condition of constancy of direction of

diffusion for the latter case can be demonstrated in the example of

a boundary layer on the surface of graphite streamlined by high-tezn-I perature dissociated air.

The oroblem on the breakdown of graphite in a flow of high-tem-

perature air is also of independent interest since graphite is a pro-

mising material for use at nigh temperatures [2].
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1 -Scheme of breakdown of graphite in a flow of dissocit A &Jr.

With the streamlining of a graphite body by dissociated air two pro-

j cesses occur simultaneously which are connected with carry-off-of- the-

mass of material - sublimation and chemical interaction between carbor

and and drag. Let us examine some features of these processes.

Sublimation. ith nornal pressure graphite changes to a gas-

like state, by-passing the liquid phase. Graphite vapors consisto

various gas-like carbon compounds: C, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6 and C7 [3].

In the case of a substance whose vaDors consist of a single product,

the rate of evaporation is determined by the Knudsen-Langmuir ratio

Here p ,- pressure of saturated vapors (equilibrium pressure),
p . - pressure o. the vanors of the material at the surface, a - ev-

Dorai on coefficient, 77 - -as constant, i " vapors' molecular weight

T- surface temperature.

-Here, it turns out that in the absence of chemical reactions in

the process of carry-off of mass, the pressure of vapor at the surface

is close to equilibrium [

in the case of a substance whose vapors consist of several gas-

like products, iust as in the case of' graphite, the full evaporation

rate is determined as the sum of evaporation rates in the form of

individual products. For graphite, according to the data in work [3],

ac=0.3; aC2 =0.5-i.0; aC 3 =0.I, and for the remaining compounds of car-

bon the evaporation coefficient is close to null. According to the

data of other authors, we obtain other values of- evanoraton coefi

cient L5]
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Chemical interaction of graphite with dissociated air. At high

ter.neratures there can occur the following chemical reactions between

-carbon and the components of air (we have written only independent

reactions):
C+I. O-0 4O, -C+ N CN

C+-20 CO) '2C+2N c.N2

There are data in literature [6] which attest to the fact that

reactions between graphite and oxygen are heterogeneous. This means

that carbon is combined with oxygen of air directly in the solid

phase, by-passin the sublimation stage. Chemical reactions between

graphite and oxygen occure in several stages [7]. First, atoms and

molecules of oxygen diffuse through the boundary layer to the grathite

surface. After this, they are adsorbed by the surface. Then there

occurs a strictly chemical reaction between carbon and oxygen. The

following stame - desorption of products of the reaction from the

surface and, finally f- df-usio. of these products through':the boun-

dary layer.I The speed of the reaction is wholly determined by the speed of

the slowest of the elementary processes. At low temperatures of the

surface, this determining process is the strictly chemical reaction.
There is, presently, a sufficient amount of data on the kinetics of

burning of carbon at temperatures up to 1300-1300° K [6]. These data

can also be used for conducting quantitative calculations, as was

done in work [3]. Here, we must not forget that the constants of the

rate of oxidation of aphie strongly depend on the porositY and

on technological factors.

At temperatures of the surface on the order of 30000 K, the de-

t becomes the rate of diusion in the boundary layer. In this

case the chemical composition of gas in the surface can be considered
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equilibrium since the gas-like products of carry-off continuously

are led away from the surface by means of convection and diffusion

through the boundary layer. Here, the rate of this lead-off depend

on the interaction of various mechanisms of the carry-off of mass-

chemical reactions and sublimation. It also turned out above that

reactions between carbon and oxygen occur on the surface of the body;

therefore, it is incorrect to oose ti

then enters into the chemical reaction with oxygen as was done in

work [9]. In this case, the rate cf the process is limited by the

rate of sublimation of carbon, which leads to a deeprease in the ratekR

of carry-off of mass and an increase in temperature of the decomo-

sins surface. For example, according to the data -in work [9, for the

breadow: of spherical body made of .... w:hadaee f-m

-i t streamlnin by an oxygen flo. wth temperature =666l0 K anpressur -I eoertr e661 n

pressure p=0.9- atm, the rate of carry-off of mass is acquired as

equal to '1 0.013 kg/m2 sec, and the t e :oerature of the surface T P

I- O K, while according to the method of the oresent work it turns

out that 0.050 kg/r- 2 sec and 2.=25l5 o K.

huever, even if we consider the reaction of carbon with oxygen

tC be heterogeneous, the question on the path of formation of gas-like
carbon remains unclear - C, 02, C3 , Ch, C5, C 6 and 07. Carbon vapors

can be formed as a result of sublimation of graphite or as a result

of dissociation of gas-like oroducts of the chemical interaction ol

graphite ith carbon and nitrogen.

-e propose that the rate of dissociation of these products is low

in comparison -wt t-h rate of sublimation and that,conseuenly

entire gas-like carbon is formed as a result of sublimation of graphite.
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The system c. boundary conditions on the surface of graphite

has the form:

equation of continuity for carbon

equation of continuity f'or nitrogen

WN) Cv, +GV W) C,(1.3)

equaton of nonequilibriun-i sublimation

ecuati on of e-uili brium for independent chemical reactions

PO _____NKps PNO - K. FcO Ij
r To.3 ~ -- N PCPOY POPN (1.5)

curves of elasticity of saturated carbon vapors

.~kI (T-) (1.7)(.)

balnceofenergy on the surface of graphite

IVI

in the eauations ;riven above, p -density, T -temperature, h-

entha-py, 'A coefficient of heat conductivity, pi partial pressure

of he -comnonents, c4 -mass concentration of the i-component, Vz

rate of diffusion, -mass content of the J-element in the i-corn-

poinent, G~-rate o f carry-off of mass of the material in the gas-

lik fooKD constants of recin rates, e - necral radiat ng

ab'lit of r'ani-i"e, a-than-Thol-znann constant; wtah index i. we

in-A~lcate the values of parameters on tesurface, vWit11 index 1 -the

-roertes of' solld ra I.i t e

If' V.e pr-nose tha i *Aihte breaks dlown ex.%clusilvely by means of

sub-limation an"! chnenical 12nteractLior, then fr-om th. e equation of balance

of~~~~~ ~~~ enrg ni a ee'~~te temp~erature o' the surface of gaht

of eergyre cn de. mie t ran



IIn the -orocess of breakdowin. However, w,.ith large heat f lows it -turns

out that the tUhusly-determining temperature of graphite surface can

reach too-high Values (410000K and -lore). There arise doubts relative

to the ability of graphite to naintain dynamic forces present at such

a temperature. For this, in order to accuire the higher evaluation-

of the rate of-; break-dow-n of graphite in similar conditions, we propose

the following approach.

vie propose that 6rapchite -Loses mechanical strength with some

"!threshold termoerature" T. Then, iffo aato 17 wth GzGuT

it C follow-,s that T''7- then w.,e consider that the temperature of the

surface is ecual to its maximnum value ~,and the excess energy occurs

for the mechanical breakcdown of grraphite, in hihregard w.e p.rop-ose

Sht'the break-off o' solid particles of graphite occurs without ad-

ditional consumption of energy; the separat'-,ed narticles do nct test

th -yical-cnemical conversions -.±.Te boundary layer and, more-

fusdo flows-^ an I. Thoncc onth Inct cddf

fusonfll.-s w-hich apra h e surface of the b-ody. in this case,

..-ro eauation of balance of energy (1.7) -w.e can determine the fullj

speed of carrY-off of mass of _-raDhi te -.%ih consideration of its me-

chanical breallkdown.

The lead-off of-: heat w.ithC heat conductivity wthi the body,
-~ gnerll spakngmut e calculated ith consirierat-Ion of the soe-

cfcofthe nroblem sin~ce the coeffi-cient of h-eat- conduct--vit" o

grphIte Is extren-ely- great- *e ill prop-ose that the- 'Hiea flow, within

gaDhite_ cor-resnonds to the stationary linear br-eakdown.-- of the se--2-

iintbod y . in this case (ho-eta1yo neated granhit ci)



and equation (,7 -takes the form

After the system of boundary conditions on the surface of graph- 

ite is recorded, for a full solution to the nroblem we must have a

method for calculating the heat- and mass-exchange on the surface of

the breaking-down body. With this purpose, we can use either appro-
-ximation engineeing methods or methods of numerical integration of

-- at o |n -1 I

equations of boundary layer.

The approximation method of calculating heat- and mass-exchange
on the breakinr-aown surface leads to the follo.-Ing' a) we calculate I

the coefficients of heat exchange on an equivalent i.nermeable sur-

face; b) we conduct a correction for the injection of products of
re t-d on o' granhite into t-e ooundary layer; c) we calculate the

coefficients of mass exchanre according to the coeeficients of heat

exch n e wAith the use of an analogy bet.een the nrocesses of heat-

and mass exch-ange.

F- conducting similarcalcultons, there ar different anpro-

-ximaton foruias. So-e of then are done in sorLs [l,!l] and many

i others. _

.o~u too:n h.ndr e|s

nunerical solution to the eauatIons of- uit-comnonent boundary
_ . -

layer is ve-,, difficult and laborious, although. ,.e it. on idering

all the features connected wvth the complex character of the orocesses
of transfer in the nulti-conoonent bou-da layer w. hich cannot be-

Tuhv clarified with the aid of annroxfmation solutions.

Sin the present work, a theoretical investigation of the carry-off

of mass of graphite is done on the basis of a numerical solution to the

equations of a multi-component boundary layer.
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2. UHumer ical solut-ion --d the eauations of A- multif-comone6nt I.

boundary layer on the surface of graphiite. We will confine ourselies

to an examination of the larinar boundary lay,,er in the- area- of' thn.e

cr ic loioint of' an axisyn e-rical blunt bodyv In this case the-t_

-introduc-ion of' variables

remts swit-chinc- tCc normal differenti-al eauations. In these variables
th ytm feu~oso multi-comnonentU boundary layer Ihas- form

L111,1 s1s--e- (2.1)a~nso- 7

wI ..- 0,S 04  (2.3)LL

E'ere x and v-axes of coor"dinates dir-ected along! the surface

-- and along- the normals to it, u0 , sneed a t t-,he outer budry o f the

t-ounary lave ,3 d-iensionless te----atur - 4 d-' ensionles-

dliffusion flot. of tm 1-comn-.onen+-, s o. - i f _f c h. a t caDaciv w i

constant pressure, 1i viscosity, f-dimensionless function of Iflow,

Prandl n~ube_ - sneed of' forma~tion of thIe i-com~nonent as a

esult ofcheni-cal reactions.*Xt index e me in caeth aue f

parame[ers at the xenlbre of* th--e boundary layer, thce dash

indicaee th di'frenti atin ith respect 4-o i.

In the porevious work of the author [is2], devoted to the carry-off

of- mass of' texi.olite and graphite, the diffusion flows wiere calculated

accorz- to t-he UI'like a-oproximAion formula E1, -ihlch_ nroooses that

the dffusi-on f lo; of each com-noneti etrie ol yth -~

strict concentration

~ f (2 -)1
tiereD~ -coefficients of binary di.ff usionadx- oecn

-entration. '-or a stric-t mo~ulal-on, we mast c on sie thIeenec

A._____ 0 IIth dnndn-



-- = of diffusion flow of each component on the derived concenrations of -

all com;onents which are present in the mixture. The relationships

-b, .een derived concentrations and diffusion flows are presented in

work [14]; after transition to mass concentrations and the dimension-

less variables accepted in the present work, these relationships are

written in the form

N *N -

V Y' M (ti -= i&Ip4.8)

rere, Si3 - Schmidt number for binary diffusion, and Di - di-

mensionless coefficients of thermodiffusion. The system of equations

(2.5) is closed by relationship
wa+..wumO(2.6)

:V +- --+...+,,Por-O .

which shows that the sum of diffusion flows is identically equal to

null within the boundary'layer.

A direct substtution into the equations of continuity of the

individual components (2.3) of diffusion flows, acquired from the so-

lution of the linear system of algebraic equations (2.5) and (2.6)
Uleads to a system of' fferenti equations of the second order, im-

permissable relative to the hivher derivatives. A direct solution to

this system with iteration methods causes objections from the point

of View of stability. Therefore, it is desirable to preliminarily

solve this solution of equations (examined as algebraic) relative to

the second derived concentrations. On the whole, this method proves

to be ineffective.

"'ore effective is another method which is used below. in order 4
to obtain a system of differential ecuations for concentrations, we

must differentiate the system for diffusion flows [15,16). here, the

derived diffusion flows are expressed with the aid of equations of

9
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continuity of individual components, and the second derivative of

4-T: temperature - with the aid of energy equation. Here, we !rmmediately

acquire a system of differential equations, permissable relative to

the higher derivatives (with an accuracy to the small member of the

set iM~c~i'A)'. In the final form, the equations for concentrations

in a multi-component boundary layer looks like this:

N N- 1 ' N-1 N-1
" N -'IN" - ??)

+-_- + c -P i'lv ]e' -- +
-j1 Al T)

and coefficients Kj and Ki are determited from s stem of equations-

of - N-,~kjgKQe

With a practical solution to the system of eauations of the boun-

dary layer in the present work, we used the following additional p.o-

positions: a) the rates of chemical reactions within the boundary

layer are equal to null, b) the contribution of thermodiffusion-to

the processes of transfer of mass and energy can be disregarded.

.ith P .umericai integration of the full system of equations of

a multi-component boundary layer, the time of calculation quickly

grow-.s w%_,ith an increase in the number of components (approximately

-- proportionally to the square number of components). Therefore, we
decided to stay with a relatively small number of components, with

which it would be possible to conduct a rather wide series of calcu-

ltions and clarlify the basic features of carry-off of mass of graph-

ite. Thus, the number of components in the boundary layer ,-as shortened

to eight: 0, 02, , 2s 0$, C, CO and C.

10



The sequence of solution to the system of equations (2.1), (2--2-),--

X(2.5) - (2.7) with consideration of the boundary conditions (1.2)-

(1.7) was as follows.

1. As the null approximation, we assign random values of the
flow function on the wall, temperatures of the surface anid concentra-

tions of all components at the wall; in the present work, the null

approximation for the conditions on the surface w.as selected in the

following manner:

0 T.- 1000 + 0.25T-
;Ncowo,, = ;5, c=,,=C;o=CN 3=cC3=CCN=o (2.8i)

2. After this, we assign initial profiles of speed, temperature

and concentrations withnin the boundary layer. For this purpose, we

used profiles similar to the profile of speed in uncompressed liquid

(Blazius profIle).

3. Profiles of concentrations were differentiated, and, according

to values cit from system (2.5), (2.6) diffusion flows were found.

II. Then system (2.1), (2.2) and (2.7) was solved with normal

boundary conditions (2.8) on the wall. For solving this system, we

used a method of trials, the use of ,.hich in equations of boundary

layer is described in work [17].

5. According to the acquired solution to equations of boundaryI layer, we found the coefficients of mass exchange i and coefficients

of heat exchange due to the molecular heat conductivity aX

6. On the basis of the thusly-determined coefficients i and ax

with the aid of boundary conditions on the breakinc-down surface (1.2)

-(1.7) ve made more accurate values fw, Tw and ci . Here, the tie

M11



between value -of flow function on the wall and the speed Of carr-o-ff

of mass of the material in gas phase iWgvnb epeso

If it turns out that TA">T., then this is an indication o f t heV

presence of mechanical carry-off. In this case, as was shown above-

-I we propose L.. and from relationship (1.7) we find the full speed

of carry-off of graphite mass with consideration of Its mechanical-

breakdowin.

Table. Parameters of no'Uential function oP' tle interaction between
particles (asterisks indicate inter'nolation according to molecal.r-

weights), _________

Romo.A

0 2.98 44 044
0, 3.433 I1i 113.2 P'J

N 2.88 j1 38
Ns 3.681 14~ 91.48

NO 3.47 IN~ 11 HIi
C 2.80 33

CO 3.59 1141 110.3 Jul
CN 3.50 0 100

Key: I-cornoonent; 2 -source.

The seciuence q:iven above of actions u~as repeated, beginn-ing 'r'om-

Doint 3 up to t.he timne Vzhen the rolative -diver-tence between the tw-.o

sequential anproxi"mations did not become less than som.e value 6. The

approximations were compared according to values of speed of carry-

o ff of' -lass, temperature and concentrations, also their derivatives

on the surface of thr lbody. For accuirinc- converi-ence with an accur-

acy of Sql(, about 40 aoproxi-mations were required.

'Die method of calculat-in(, the propert-Ies of' individual comrptonents

-. astesamie as in works Cl, 12, 15]1. Hlere, for calculating enthalpies

of indiLvidual compDonents and constants c-' ecuilibrium, we used the

12
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tables from work [18]. It was proposed that the interaction of all

particles present in the mixture is described by the Lennard,-Johns

potential (6-12). The values of force constants used are given in-
i the table.

3. Simpl if ied ri' hou

3. S-ii ,s of numerical solution to the system of

equations of a multi-component boundary layer. For diffusion flows,

as usual, we accepted the following presentation

caV (3.1)

- In this case, the ecuations of continuity of individual compo-
nents are simplified and have the form

O + l,= 0 (Si=(3.2
where S. - Schmidt number.

The diffusion coefficients in (3.1) are determined by two methods:

by the Wilke formula (2.4) and by the formula for binary mixture of

gases where the coefficient D, is one and the same for all components.

The presentation of diffusion coefficient of each component ac-
cording to the ike formula "as used in the author's preceding work

_.orin to .... Kh u fdfuin..

[12]. in th-s case, the si of does not change iden-

tically to zero; therefore, ith the solution to equations, we intro-

F = duced into the diffusion flo-,ws a proportional correction.

in the case of the oresentation of a multi-component mixture of

gases as the binary, the coefficient of diffusion in exrression (3.1)

is i4uentical for all comoonents. In the given case, the mixture of

gases can be divided into two groups with aproximately Identical

prooerties: 1st group 0, I' C; 2nd group 02 2s "0, CO, CN.

..e normally recommend as the single coefficient of diffusioh taking

the coefficient of binary diffusion one of of the components of the

-13
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1st group with one of the components of the 2nd group, However, we

can only do this in the case when all the components of each group

are differentiated in one direction. In the problem of carry-off of

graphite mass, the latter condition is not accomplished. So, in the
1st group the atoms of oxygen and nitrogen diffuse to the surface,

and the atoms of carbon - from it; in the 2nd group the molecular

oxygen and some other components diffuse to the surface, and the

carbon oxide and cyane to the op-osite direction. Therefore, we de-

cided to conduct calculations for two coefficients of binary diffu-

sion: (a)0,=Do, -

The system of boundary conditions on the surface of graphite and

the sequence of conputations with the presentation of diffusion flows

in the form (3.1) remain unchanged.

Figure .4

Fi ure 2.

I

4. Results of nur.lc-rical solution. Calculations were conducted .*or
drag with parameters T =300-0OO0 K, D=5 atm.

AIt was accepted tha g -aphite has the form of a cylinder with

a flat end with a diameter of 14 n. The integr radiating ability

of grPpnnite .%as considered eaual to 0.3 [2], evaporation factor - c=!
[09].



Nuercal integration of equations of the boundary layerwa

done in the region 0<n<l0 with a step of n equai to h-0.1. The-control

checkxs with step h=0.05) showed that the diverger.ce of results has the

samre order as the assicnedi degree of convergence ~

'he results of calculation of spoeed of carry-off of mass -kg!

/-I see) and temperature of th,: surface of graphite T1 OK depend-Ing

on teperaure of braking Ie0
y are presented in Fig. 1ad2 hr

curve 1. accurate solution; curve 2 - Wilke formula wdth a modi-fica-

tion; curves 3 -binary slio for Di=Do) V-1; curves 11 -binary so-

lution for D4j=D0 5. Co. Let us note that none of the limitations on

valite of te" eatr of the surface with those computed apply.

We can conclude that- the rate of' breakd own of rnhite, which is

diecly connected wit the rates of d-2,usioi o F var'ious comoDonents

'4t Inte boundary laye, is more sensituive to the method cf calcula-

tion f difusion in a multi-co~monent boundary layer. The temperature

ofth srac -, ore stabl e a factor. As concerns a -auahi-tative

comp.arison of' t-he N ao-roxi-.at.-ion methods wvith an accurate solution,

F = ~the best results are acquired for th- mod~il_ Ulk eho.Wt

th id of this method, a'aifcoycoprsnwt he accurate

coluion s obtained for th-e enire studied range of chang-e in poara-

meters, in wihregrard the error of determining the so0eed of break-

down wi tih Te=30Gi000OK is less thlan 11%, and with Te=5000-60006-tK the

error increases to 50

T'he f'ac t that the 17il'-e aproxima4-ion formula (with subsequent

Modif i.ication) q'-aliltatvelm accurately de scribes the process of dif-

fusion in a nult i-comporient boundary layer on breaking- down grAphite,

we can see frma como.ari son of' values of h of ~nso as

__ 15



exchange gcomputed for various components with p5atm and Tea

_5000'K conforms to the accurate solution ( 3 =i)and according to

the Wil11e formula wlith modificatibon(~=')
C CO CM 0 , N , O

P~'=L 8121.209- 1.253- 1-50 1451.M 003 .
~~1861.250 1.29 -.418 LAW51.3 1401:106-

For all components, with the exception o f molecular-nitrogen,

the divergence does not exceed I n m~olecular nitro~en the diver-

qence reach es 13%5, in w.hich regard this circumstance -is coiinected

with the anomolous behavior of the coefficient of mass exchange for

whdch can be established only as a resul' of solving the f'ull

systemr of diff'erenti3a! equations and is not transferred by approxi-

-mation methods (binarY, mi-tr, "ilke formula). ith a calculation

of the boundary layer with the use of presentation ofbnary diffu-

sion, tecoelffic"ient-s of mass exchange were. identical for all the
compnent an wlte te nd4 ca-ed conditions composed,repcvly

P'=100 and fg'=1479 for t-wo values (which we used) of coefficient of

binary diffusion Do PO and Dn 2 0

""he use of the Dresentation of a multi-component mixture of gases

as biarydoe no orMit the satisfactorily-accurate consideration

off all the lalws of change in speed of breakdown ofP graphite with a

chanjze in teniperature of imnact. However, with the ai d of avrpel

selected coeffic-ient of binary diffusion, we can obtain a satisfactory

coincidence at one or another t-emperature. For example, with Te=3000 0 K,
the iffrene frm te eact oluionis 13$ or i=Do 0 0 ,andwit

~e=0 0 ,the difference from the exact solution is 2% for DD an'

If an identical coeff'icient of binary diffusion -is used in the entire

range of change in im-pact temperature, the error in calculating the

rate of breakdown of graphite can reach 25". We-.can conceive an ap-
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S oroxinat-on method of calculating a multi-component boundary layer

based on the introduction of a "determining coefficient of diffusion"

-similar to the method of the determining temperature or determining

enthalny, with the aid of which the results for heat exchange or i_'iC-

tion for uncompressed liquid with constant properties are transferred

to the case of compressed gas.

As we noted above, the temperature of the surface of graphite

depends on the method of calculation of the rates of diffusion less

strongly. So, in the investigated range of parameter change, the max-

imum divergnce in value of surface temerature does not exceed i00 0 K,

i.e. 3,.

An increase in rate of carry-off of mass of graDhite wIth aner '-h ai exolained' by two

increase in imact temerature of te air flow is e a d t

factors. First, wne see here an increase in the degree of dissociation

of oxygen, as a result of which the diffusion flow of oxygen to the
surface grows, since the atoms of oxygen possess larger diffusion

coefficients than moeue. Secondly, there occurs here a change in

the mechanism of carry-off of mass of graphite. Since With an increase I
in impact temperature the surface temperature grows? simultaneously,.I then besides the formatIon of a carbon oxide the role of sublimation I

of carbon (at low pressures) and formation of cyanogen (at high pres-

sures) begins to increase. F-igure shows the relative fraction of

sublimation of graphite TP=Gc/G and the formation of cyanogen ?Ej=

= / in the process of carry-off of mass of graphite. We can

see that with Te=6 000OK and D=5 atm, dur to the format'on of cyanogen

more than 10% of the mass of graphite is carried off.

Figure 4 shows the influence of limitation of surface tempera ture

of graphite on its mechanical breakdown. A±ong the y-axis lies the

17



U-4

fraction--of carry-off of graphite mass-in the gas--like form, and

along the x-axis -maxinum sur'face temerature. Calculati-ons were con-

ducted for tGhe following parameters of dram: P= atm, Te=6000 0K.

VIE The results of calculations show. that the slight decrease in -surface

temperature of' graphite as a result of loss of mechanical strength-

leads to a sharp increase in mechanical carry-off of mass. W-Ie can also

m~akj-e an inverse conclusion: iF' 4-1e -:raction ofl mechanical breakdownr

of gran-hite is not very great, its surface ternmerature herp hardlyA

decreases at all.

Thedegeeof the noneouilibrur. state o1' graphite sublimation

for the mechanism of mass carry-offf used proved to be very low. The

pressure of carbon vapors can. writh an accuracy sufficient for prac-

tie be considered eaual to th pressure of saturated vaDors s~ce -e'e

idiffe:rs from this maxim~um. value by only 1-2'.

Fure ~ ----

C _ M
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